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This is a thread on the anti-hate crime/anti-racist industry.

Over 50 participants on the video call. Attended by

representatives from religious, ethnic, LGBT, and disability

groups. Also hate crime initiatives, police and council

community safety, hate crime case workers, counter extremism co-ordinators, and reps from
the large well known organisations, like Stop Hate UK, and equality organisations. 

Also on the call were sexual health workers and a PhD researcher into online LGBT hate
crime.

The group hosting the roundtable is a small charity set up following the Admiral Duncan
bombing in Soho.

They also organise National Hate Crime Awareness Week (NHCAW) on an annual basis in
October, culminating with a service at St Paul’s Cathedral honouring hate crime victims.
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Every year the focus is on a particular issue, last year it was the turn of the Traveller
community, this year it is victims of disability hate crime. 

50 people would be invited to light a candle at the St. Paul’s service. 

Usually there would be 4 speakers who would speak

about their hate crime experience. 

This year they wanted a disabled poet to attend supported by a BSL interpreter. 

NHCAW have shareable resources that any organisation can download from their website -
posters, leaflets, etc, and an image stock in an album on Facebook.
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Every month NHCAW monitors the activity of various anti-racism/discrimination groups
using a monitoring function available in Facebook.

It’s interesting to watch just to understand how many groups are out there in the hate crime
biz.

🔉❌🙉 required

https://www.youtube.com/embed/BX3yOKpovj0

NHCAW undertook this monitoring to see who was popular and which groups needed a
boost. They asked attendees to boost the groups which had low ratings.

NHCAW list their company on LinkedIn, and also run the UK Hate Crime Network, which
links 190 hate crime professionals.

NHCAW also have an area of work called Rainbow Boroughs - in which they signpost LGBT
people to LGBT organisations - which has absolutely zero to do with hate crime prevention
but presumably is funded out of the same pot.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/PxKEH3Ggs2k

In response to the suggestion that someone should get in touch with the family of Gemma
Hayter, NHCAW said that they never approached families or individuals, rather the opposite.

Gemma was a disabled woman who was brutally murdered in 2010.

The disabled woman abandoned to be murdered for fun by a gang of s…
Chantelle Booth, Joe Boyer and Daniel Newstead were convicted of Gemma

Hayter's brutal murder on a disused railway line, with Jessica Lynas and Duncan

Edwards guilty of manslaughter.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2020648/Gemma-Hayter-Disabled-woman-a…

It’s a horrendous murder, but with a 10 year distance this is hardly a current hate crime and
also quite a rare one.

The initial response of those on the call who worked in the disability sector was to report
CV19 had severely impacted the services delivered to disabled people.

It lead me to reflect that the vast majority of registered disabled people are elderly, whether
through failing hearing, sight or mobility, yet no one during the meeting, not even once,
reflected that a huge number of elderly - ergo disabled - had died in huge numbers
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over the past few months.

Which is a pretty staggering oversight when you think about it - what about intersectionality?

It was reported that there had been increased hate crime towards disabled people in the form
of neighbour disputes, which given the situation of lockdown,

this must be in keeping with a general rise (I know I am very close to placing rotting rubbish
next to next door’s extension wall). 

NHCAW asked the meeting, did they need they need to change their slogan ‘standing
together’, as the BLM people were taking the knee.

Should it be changed to ‘we kneel together’? Merchandise with the former slogan had already
been mass produced so NHCAW was clearly secretly hoping no one would take issue.
Luckily there were no complete fanatics on the call and they were let off. 

People then gave updates.

There had been a rise in anti-semitism in the form of conspiracy theories linking Jewish
people to the spread of CV19.

Disabled people were having difficulty accessing welfare payments because Govt. were
collecting data in a way which excluded some disabilities.

Difficulties had arisen accessing supermarkets during the lockdown period, including online.

A significant number of disabled people were too scared to go to hospital at the current time
because of the blanket guidance on Do Not Resuscitate.

(Both are serious issues, but neither are ‘hate crimes’ so I wondered why we were being told
about them.) 

This particular organisation also has 8 people working in the hate crime prevention area and
extra business support for that area.
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Another disability support group from the South East reported that support from the local
council had not been very good and that they were struggling for funding.

No hate crime though. 

A disability support worker wanted to know whether ‘cuckooing’ had increased recently

(this is where someone is bullied into their home being used for criminal purposes). Finally a
hate crime! 

But no, someone interjected that cuckooing was not limited to those with disabilities, it could
happen to anyone who was vulnerable and the main factor was

usually the victim was very isolated socially.

An LGBT bod gave a frothing at the mouth update, but not so much that he forgot to use the
gender neutral term ‘folks’ repeatedly. Us folks were informed hate crimes towards the LGBT
in the last 2-3 weeks had ‘sky rocketed’ online.

LGBT people were having CV19 ‘wished upon them’ (which sounds unlikely and none of the
discrete parts are ‘at risk’ groups, even those on HIV anti-virals, which, if anything, provide
protection to CV).

A big issue was that there were no Prides this year due to the lockdown.

The Deputy Chief Constable of Cheshire Police had written to them about Operation Pride
Fall. 

A targeted campaign of homophobia was anticipated during the online Pride month which the
Cheshire Constabulary planned to tackle.

The attack was apparently being co-ordinated by 4Chan users which would target Pride
organisers online (reported by Pink News).

It was felt the aim of the activists was to deliberately make LGBT inclusivity activism look
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stupid.

I couldn’t possibly comment.

Drag Queens performing on Zoom had had their performances interrupted by Zoombombing. 

It really was a battlefield out there.

Transphobic activists had used the opportunity of lockdown to organise and use the media to
make trans people alien and other and a threat to society. Transgender individuals were facing
individualised abuse and so were transgender orgs.

The Law had been used to silence organisations doing trans inclusion work, and there was a
really fantastic guidance CPS were doing for schools on hate crime which had been
withdrawn because CPS were worried about getting sued.

Hm, I remember that …
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Hate crime towards the Traveller community had gone up as a result of a Channel 4
Dispatches documentary about high crime levels in the areas local to Traveller sites. 

I never knew so many people watched Dispatches ...

C4 had agreed to do an inquiry into it. One of the Travellers who had appeared in the
programme had been misinformed about how her piece to camera would be used. 
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This would be dealt with by a separate inquiry.

One of the leading national organisations merrily informed the webinar that given the
increased racist attacks towards the Chinese and East Asian community, they didn’t think that
anyone would be out of a job soon. 

Which was very jolly.

A representative from a hate crime organisation in the Midlands reported they had been due to
release a training programme across Britain, delayed due to CV19. 

It was training to help bystanders intervene when a hate crime is ongoing but to stay safe
when doing it.

(Unless you have X-ray eyes to see whether the perpetrator has a knife, it almost certainly
isn’t safe. There. That’s your training. That’s 200 quid please.)

Refreshments would be provided for the day long training.

Later in the chatbox they recommended people watch ‘anti-racist campaigner’ Marc
Wadsworth on Resistance TV (which appears to be Chris Williamson’s channel).

Williamson and Wadsworth are both permanently suspended from the Labour Party for anti-
semitism.

A rep from another London-based anti-hate network by contrast, couldn’t provide yummy
lunches, as their funding was being cut off in August. They were focussing on hate directed at
ethnic minorities, migrants, and especially the Traveller community.

Representatives were present from the newly formed COVID19 Anti-Racist Group (CARG).
Since the beginning of the pandemic there had been a marked increase in verbal abuse and
violence on the streets directed towards Chinese and East Asian people in the UK.

Businesses had also been affected.

CARG had been surprised by the attacks, having not experienced anything like this before in
the UK. 
The media continued to use library footage of Chinese travellers arriving at Heathrow airport
in relation to stories about reopening airports.

It was felt that the PM had not strongly enough condemned racism towards the community.
Parents were worried about the abuse that their children would experience in the playground. 
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British Chinese fight COIVD-19 racism
Chinese living in the UK applauded British Prime Minister Boris Johnson's

disapproval of anti-Chinese xenophobia amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1190990.shtml

SM was awash with jokes about Chinese food and parents had posted jokes about their
children singing in school assemblies ‘All things bright and beautiful, the Chinese eat them
all’.

The group had recently met with the police who said that reported hate crime towards East
Asian people had gone up 260%. 

Let that sink in. Two-hundred-and-sixty-percent.

It’s like CARG had just been talking about some tangential matter, as the conversation was
immediately moved onto #BlackLivesMatterUK 

How do we help the BLM coalition achieve their aims? How do we support the BLM
movement?

The Midlands group said they had themed their training to support LGBT people but wanted
to extend it to include racism, particularly police brutality towards BAME, and told us that it
was perfectly legal to film the police on public land.

Another felt that the Police had never fully addressed the outcome of the Lawrence Inquiry. 

It struck me at that point, it’s almost as if people really think George Floyd’s killing happened
right here in the UK, and not in some midwestern city in the USA.

Or, it’s like the Police are one big generic group covering the globe and when one of them
does something wrong, even if it’s in an entirely different country, they all have to carry the
can. 

Which is the definition of racism, isn’t it?

Of course, one of the London Council’s wanted to do their own BLM event (we’re going to be
seeing a lot of these over the coming months), despite the fact that funding had almost run
dry.

NHCAW responded that the current events would result in increased racism to black people
and that we needed to anticipate that.
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• • •

CARG, probably still feeling stung that their report about the astounding and worrying
increase in racist abuse had been glossed over completely, was legitimately confused by this
comment and wanted NHCAW to expand on this point.

NHCAW huffily responded that he wasn’t an expert in the area but that he could see that
people were already having to cut off racist friends who didn’t support BLM and that this was
very upsetting for [black] people to realise they were rubbing shoulders with racists.

It was commented by a black woman working for a council that BLM had seized the moment
to tackle racism and that it was a brilliant opportunity to challenge structural racism, that had
affected every generation in her family. It wasn’t just for the black community,

but for all races to come together to tackle.

A black female police officer said she found the whole situation very challenging; she
supported BLM but the police were feeling misrepresented and there was a real fear that the
gap between the police and the community was widening.

She reminded us that there were also black officers in the police force and that the police here
were not responsible for what had happened in America.

So it did at least end on a sensible note, but it’s clear that the whole anti-hate brigade aren’t
really interested in

practical measures, which is why BLM is so perfect for them, it’s something very vague that
they can all get their metaphorical teeth into.

And so much easier than addressing politically sensitive issues, like challenging the BLM
narrative and standing up and saying

racism toward East Asians is the current and immediate problem.

I suppose NHCAW will find their disabled hate crime victims somehow and come this
October they will make their pilgrimage to St Paul’s to be their sacrificial tokens. 
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